MR. SATEESH BABU GARIKAPATI
Chairman, SG Medical Academy

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Warm Welcome....
“I congratulate you on the choice of becoming a
doctor which offers a combination of intellectual
and moral interests found in no other profession."
You have chosen a very noble profession and I
would like to see you becoming a top doctor in
India or any part of the world.
Your motive should be not only to treat the disease
but also to treat the patient mentally and
psychologically. Your words and way of handling
the patient should cure patient's disease from his
thoughts. Then it will be easier for you to treat the
disease of the patient.
Always remember, humanity comes ﬁrst. After
God, Doctor is the one to save a life. Study well and
become saviours in future. My best wishes are
always with you for your success.
SG will always be with you for guidance until you
graduate and even after graduation.
All the best!!!

Mr. Erwin Rommel N. Hontiveros
Dean, College of Medicine, DMSF

MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN
Greetings...
Davao Medical School Foundation in the Philippines has
been at the forefront in providing professional medical
education to Indian students. DMSF is known for quality
education. The institution has the highest number of
International medical students in the country.
Indian students & parents have shown tremendous faith
upon us. Indian Students who have graduated from DMSF
are successfully practising in renowned hospitals in India &
various other countries. Today we are armed with the
conﬁdence to do more.
With dedicated, experienced & skilled faculty, state of the art
infrastructure with integrated modern innovations such as
Simulated Mannequin Stations, 3D Imagery Anatomized
Dissection Units, Skilled Laboratories, Fully Equipped
Modern Library & more importantly a collaborative and
conducive learning environment, our endeavour has always
been to equip our students with all the skills that prepare
them to be better doctors of the future.
I welcome students to pursue quality medical education in
Davao & wish your journey with us is enriching & highly
rewarding in shaping your noble careers as healthcare
providers for the communities of your nation and the world
in the days to come.
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MBBS SEATS
AND

DOCTORS REQUIREMENT IN INDIA

“
“

THINKING OF

BECOMING
A DOCTOR...
GREAT
CHOICE!!!

Being a doctor is
one of the most respected
and valued professions
It is a dream of millions of
Indian students and
parents.

“Wear the white coat with dignity and pride - it is an honor and
privilege to get to serve the public as a doctor.

DOCTOR TO PATIENT RATIO – 1:1456

ACTUAL REQUIRED RATIO – 1:175

As per records there is

Actually there should

only 1 doctor for

be 1 doctor for

every 1456 patients

every 175 patients

DOCTORS REQUIREMENT IN INDIA

Still India needs
more than 1 MILLION
Doctors!!!!

Though there are so many medical aspirants in our country
yet there is a huge shortage of doctors........

WHY

Because of insufﬁcient
MBBS seats in India.
(APPROX) ONLY 5%
OF ASPIRANTS ARE
GETTING SEATS IN INDIA.

Around 17 lakhs medical aspirants are appearing for NEET
exam but only 85,000 (approx) students are getting seats
because of scarcity of seats in India. What should the
remaining 95% students do? What about their dream of
becoming doctors?

OPPURTUNITIES FOR MBBS IN ABROAD
Firstly, what is the difference between studying MBBS abroad and
studying in India?

THERE IS

NO

DIFFERENCE!!!

From 2023 onwards, there will be no
separate MCI screening test for
students graduating from abroad.
MBBS graduates from abroad and
India will be treated equally. MCI/NMC
rules will be same for all.
So, select the best college abroad to
study MBBS and become a successful
doctor.....
Many abroad countries will have
enough seats for all their MBBS
aspirants and also they have seats for
foreign students.
So, your dream of studying MBBS and
becoming a doctor can become true
by selecting the right college abroad.
Now you will have a question: Are
abroad colleges better than colleges in
India?
The answer is : Yes, there are colleges
much better than many colleges in
India but you need to ﬁnd the right
one!!!

ABOUT

DAVAO CITY Great city to study and live!!!
LOCATION: Davao city is located in Philippines which is near to Singapore.
It is the 3rd biggest city in Philippines.
SAFETY: Davao City is one of the safest city in the world and 2nd safest city
in South East Asia.
LANGUAGE: Philippines is the third largest English speaking country in the
world. English is their ofﬁcial language. Almost everybody in the country
speaks English.
PEOPLE: Very gentle, friendly, down to earth, respectful and helping
natured.
CLIMATE: Philippines has tropical climate which means it is similar to
Indian climate and the diseases pattern is same as in India.
EDUCATION: Very high standards. Following American curriculum. It
becomes easier for the students to practice in India. Total 5 years course
including 1 year house surgency/internship.
No need to do internship again in India.
DISTANCE: Direct ﬂights from Hyderabad, Vizag and Chennai with only 7
hours of ﬂying time.

ABOUT

DAVAO MEDICAL SCHOOL FOUNDATION
Most recommended college by Indian students, parents & Doctors.
Over 45 years old, Davao Medical School Foundation (DMSF) also known as
Davao Medical College has been a top choice for Indian students
particularly Telugu students to pursue the MBBS degree in abroad. It is
recognized by MCI/NMC, WHO and by all the medical councils in the world.
DMSF has successfully produced more than 3000 doctors and provides
100% satisfaction to parents and students.

DMSF FEATURES
CLASSROOMS
Ideal, hi-tech theatre kind of A/C lecture halls with latest technology and
good quality teaching environment and PowerPoint presentations are
given by students after lectures. Lectures are given by very experienced
and reputed practising doctors and guest lectures are given b Doctorss
from USA. In this way, students gain lots of knowledge and easily
remember whatever is thought in the classroom.

TEAM LEARNING CENTERS (TLC) &
e-LEARNING CENTERS (ELC)
Students are made to sit in group to do group discussions and doubts
clariﬁcations on day to day basis about
the lectures they studied. It helps them
to revise what they have studied and also
to express their information in groups.
TLCs are the ﬁrst of its kind amongst all
medical colleges worldwide.
In e-learning centers students can get
access to international journals, ebooks, medical related books which is
very helpful to gain more knowledge.
These centers provide an excellent
environment to students to focus and
explore more about medical studies.

3D ANATOMAGE
DMSF is the ﬁrst college in Philippines to install 3D anatomage table
systems. Medical students can have a clear visual of human body what
they ﬁnd while dissecting a cadaver (dead body). Students can have
better understanding of human anatomy
using this equipment to improvise their
clinical learning. To learn using
anatomage table has proven to be most
effective before students go to cadavers
and patients.

SIMULATED MANNEQUINS STATIONS
This simulation technology for MBBS
education has been strongly
recommended by World Health
Organization (WHO) and DMSF is proud
to be the ﬁrst college in Philippines to
install it. In whole Asia, DMSF is the 2nd
college to start this technology. It
becomes easy for students to do their
Practicals on these mannequins as these
can do everything what a human body does except talking and walking.
Diseases are injected in these mannequin bodies to study how a
particular disease affects the body and what treatment should be given
accordingly to treat that disease. Students get good practice on this
system before they treat the patients in the hospital.

LIBRARY AND LABS
The college has very big library in the
campus with lots of medical books. The
Davao Medical School foundation library
is called DMSF Knowledge Resource
Centre. This library is also referred as one
of the most modern library in Asia.
There are sufﬁcient cadavers in labs and a
limited group of 12 – 16 students learn on
each cadaver so that they gain good
exposure before they treat the patients in
hospitals.

ATTACHED WITH 4000 BEDDED HOSPITALS
Davao Medical College is attached with various government and private
hospitals with 4000 beds capacity. This gives students a huge scope of
knowledge in practicals/clinicals with patients.
Students do their clerkship in these different government and private
hospital on rotation basis. It is here where they gain lots of practical
knowledge. Sometimes they work continuously for more than 24 hrs
without getting break and students say that they feel happy during this time
as it makes them more conﬁdent and prepare for their future life as a Doctor.

DAVAO DOCTORS HOSPITAL

BROKENSHIRE HOSPITAL

DMSF HOSPITAL

SAN PEDRO HOSPITAL

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL

MCI/NMC SCREENING TEST PASS % OF
DAVAO MEDICAL COLLEGE
Davao Medical College students have always been toppers in MCI/NMC
screening test. The pass % of DMSF has been above 85% in ﬁrst attempt as
compared to 10% to 30% pass percentage in other colleges in Philippines
and in other abroad countries. So, only if the education and facilities are
good, then this kind of excellent result will be achievable. Since many years
DMSF has been standing in ﬁrst place.
Here the methodology of education system has been developed for the
students to crack competitive exams like USMLE, PLAB, AMC, MCI/NMC
etc. because the exams for the whole duration of course will be conducted
in MCQ pattern. This is the reason why DMSF students clear the MCI/NMC
screening test with such a high pass percentage.

MCI Pass% in DMSF

MCI Pass% in other countries and
other colleges in Philippines

More than 85%

10% to 30%

MCI Screening Test Pass %
National Pass % vs DMSF Pass %
100%

above 81%

above 79%

80%

above 86%

above 76%

60%
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20%
0%

26%

30.1%

13.89%
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DMSF Pass %

21.3%
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ABROAD MEDICAL EDUCATION COUNTRY WISE COMPARISION CHART
S.No.

1.

COUNTRY

PHILIPPINES

ENGLISH

AVERAGE

SPEAKING %

TEMPARATURE

EVERYBODY

365 DAYS BETWEEN

SIMILAR TO

SPEAKS

30-40 *C

2.

RUSSIA

7%

3.

GEORGIA

27%

4.

KYRGYZSTAN

9%

5.

UKRAINE

3%

6.

KAZAKHSTAN

7%

CULTURE

FOOD FACILITY

HOSTEL

CLINICAL

M C I TEST

FACILITY

EXPOSURE

PASS %

PROPER TELUGU

BOMMARYLLU TELUGU
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85%

INDIAN CULTURE
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HOSTEL

FACILITIES

Most of the months

WESTERN

SELF COOKING or

STAYING IN OUTSIDE

Below average due to

FREEZING TEMP.

CULTURE

Pvt. CANTEENS

APPTS AT STUDENT'S RISK

LANGUAGE BARRIER

Most of the months
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CULTURE
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Most of the months
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Below average due to

FREEZING TEMP.

CULTURE

or Pvt. CANTEENS

APPTS AT STUDENT'S RISK

LANGUAGE BARRIER

8.2%
25.6%
12.9%
12.4%
9%

DAVAO MEDICAL COLLEGE Vs OTHER MEDICAL COLLEGES IN PHILIPPINES
COLLEGE AREA

COURSE DURATION

CULTURE

SAFETY

FOOD

LAB FACILITIES

CERKSHIP

EXPOSURE

PROVEN RECORD

FACILITIES
DAVAO

1 yr pre medical +

Almost Indian

One of the Safest

Proper Telugu

Excellent with

7 hospitals attached

Excellent exposure.

Many graduated students

4yrs medicine

Culture.

cities in the world.

food cooked

simulation

with 4000 bed

Students will also

cleared MCI test and working

2nd Safest city in

by Andhra

mannequin station.

strength.

do Surgeries.

in govt. sector and in

Good exposure

including internship=

South Ease Asia.

cooks.

COLLEGES IN AND

Premedical 18 to

Mix Indian &

Not suitable for

Either self

No great labs and

Less exposure due

AROUD MANILA

24 months + 4yrs

Western culture.

Indian students

cooking or

no simulation

to low bed strength

REGION

medicine =

Pubs and

and Natural

from Indian

Mannequin station.

and less No. of

total 6 years.

casinos are very

calamity effected

restaurants/

total 5 years.

corporate hospitals.
Very few % of students are
able to clear MCI test.

hospitals.

nearby to colleges.

places.

canteens.

COLLEGES IN CEBU

Premedical 18 to

Mix Indian &

Not suitable for

Either self

No great labs and

Less exposure due

REGION

24 months +

Western culture.

Indian students

cooking or

no simulation

to low bed strength

4yrs medicine =

Pubs and

and Natural

from Indian

Mannequin station.

and less No. of

total 6 years.

casinos are very

calamity effected

restaurants/

nearby to colleges.

places..

canteens.

hospitals.

Good exposure

Very few % of students are
able to clear MCI test.

ROLE OF SG
SG Consultancy services (SG) is a premier consulting organization,
dedicated in providing quality guidance to students who are aspiring to
study MBBS and become a doctor. It was established in 2001 by famous
educationist and respected personality, Mr. Sateesh Babu Garikapati.
Serving students for over 20 years, SG has become India's No.1 medical
education consultancy and has successfully produced thousands of Indian
doctors. We are the pioneers and ﬁrst to introduce MBBS in the Philippines
to Telugu students.

SG is exclusive recruitment partner for DMSF in Telangana,
Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and Uttarakhand.

What we do, that others don't do?
Other's job is done once student gets the admission
whereas our job starts from there!!!

Vision

To create huge number of
skilled doctors to fulﬁll
the huge need of doctors
in India and the world.
To motivate students to study with
dedication, make their dream of

Mission

becoming a doctor true and to provide
them with affordable and quality
MBBS education.

ABOUT

BOMMARYLLU
HOSTELS

SG has made arrangements of Excellent hostels for our Telugu students by
the name BOMMARYLLU in Davao city. We call our hostels Bommaryllu
because they are like a home away from home. SG has sent 20 Telugu staff
to take care of our Telugu students. Our Telugu wardens, incharge and
cooks take care of all the students there like a family. Delicious and healthy
Telugu food and snacks are served.
There are separate buildings for boys and girls with 2 sharing air
conditioned rooms so that there is no disturbance in their studies. Their
security is our utmost priority and so they are monitored by CCTV. We can
give the link of CCTV to the parents also on request.
Students live together like family and celebrate all festivals like
Bathukamma, Dussehra, Ganesh Chaturthi, Eid, Christmas etc. together.

PARENTS

TESTIMONIALS
Me And my wife both are government employees. We have 3 children. Eldest one is son,
2nd and 3rd are daughters. We sent our son to Davao Medical College, Philippines in 2013
to study MBBS. As we were very much impressed with DMSF, we sent our 2nd child who
is our elder daughter to DMSF in 2016. Both of them got excellent education and
completed their MBBS successfully. Our son cleared MCI screening in 1st attempt in
2018. Elder daughter is going to appear in MCI screening test and we are conﬁdent that
she will clear it in 1st attempt. Our 3rd child that is our younger daughter got seat in
Kurnool medical college. As per their discussions and experience we would say that
DMSF is the best in every aspect.

By – XYZ Parent

My daughter is studying 3rd year MBBS in Davao Medical college. My wife was little
hesitant in sending our daughter abroad for studies. SG consultancy gave us very good
guidance and we became free from worry when we came to know that SG is taking care
of our children there like a family in Bommaryllu Telugu hostels. We ourselves went to
Davao when our daughter was in 2nd year and were very happy to see the good quality
of hostels under CCTV surveillance, good food and amazing DMSF campus. And also the
local people of Davao are very friendly, easily mix with everyone, very gentle and helpful.
Our daughter is very happy with the good education and good life she is spending there.
We keep talking to her on regular basis and feel happy to see her happy.

By – XYZ Parent
1.

Iam managing a FMGE coaching centre in Hyderabad. Every year we have

hundreds of students who enrol for MCI screening test coaching with us. Students who
graduated from different colleges in Russia, Philippines, Ukraine, Kyrgyztan, Georgia,
Kazakstan, China etc come to get coaching from us. Few students from Davao Medical
College also come to us. The reason is that most of the DMSF students clear MCI
screening test in ﬁrst attempt without coaching. During classes also I found that Davao
college students are very much knowledgeable as compared to other students. They are
very active and whenever we ask any questions then they are the ﬁrst ones to answer. It
is the knowledge they gained from Davao College that makes them top every year in
MCI screening test.

Venkat (Manager FMGE Coaching Centre)

STUDENTS

TESTIMONIALS
DMSF is the best place to study MBBS. We have best lecturers who are practicing
doctors and after lectures we go to Team Learning Centers for group discussions and
doubt clariﬁcations. We have got excellent labs for practicals and every two weeks we
have quiz, monthly unit tests, quarterly prelims and semester exams every six months. In
this way our one particular syllabus gets revised 6 to 7 times and it gets ﬁxed into our
minds. Due to all this system, I became a good doctor in government sector in Andhra
Pradesh.

By- Dr. Kavita

After completing our MBBS course, we were preparing for MCI screening exam. Some of
us joined a coaching center along with hundreds of students who completed their
MBBS from different countries. During classes we realized that knowledge and practical
skills of students from other colleges& countries was nothing when compared with us.
That is the reason why most of the other college students fail in MCI screening exam.
They struggle to score even 150 out of 300 whereas most of the DMSF students score
more that 200 marks easily. Reason for this success is the way we learnt in DMSF.

By – XYZ
Scored 236/300 in MCI screening test

I am very lucky that I studied in Davao Medical College. I not only gained good command
on all subjects along with great clinical skills but also I learnt discipline, good manners,
moral values, ethics etc. The environment of DMSF campus made me learn all these
values. Because of all these qualities I was able to become a perfect doctor which Iam
today. I was able to crack PG seat in India and completed my MS in surgery. Thanks to
DMSF and SG for making me a perfect doctor and a good human.

By – Dr. Nikhilesh. MS General Surgery

Aerial View

DAVAO MEDICAL COLLEGE

Highly secured separate A/C hostels
for boys and girls with Telugu food.

Only 7 hours ying time direct from
Hyderabad, Vizag and Chennai.

100% student and
parent satisfaction.

DAVAO
MEDICAL
COLLEGE

Attached with 4000 bedded hospitals
with high student patient ratio.

Everybody speaks English
in the country
Course duration is only 5 years
including internship. No need to do
internship again in India.

Front View

World class education with simulation
centers, modern skilled labs,
advanced teaching equipments etc.

Friendly people. Climate, culture &
diseases pattern similar to India.

GOOD NEWS!!! for students joining this year. You might
have ﬁnal year clinical rotation in USA.

Thinking of Becoming a Doctor...
Yes, You are on Right Path...
EXCLUSIVE RECRUITMENT PARTNER

CORPORATE OFFICE

REGIONAL OFFICE

5th Floor, Siri Towers,

3rd Floor, DRR Complex,

Blue Fox Hotel Lane,

Above Vodafone, Opp. BSNL Bhavan,

Behind Maitrivanam, Ameerpet,

Chuttugunta, Eluru Road,

Hyderabad, Telangana.

Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh.

BRANCHES

80991 23456 / 89772 00222 / 77999 22822

www.sgcs.in

VIJAYAWADA
80993 23456

VIZAG
8143 200 222

WARANGAL
8143 100 222

KARIMNAGAR
8143 100 222

TIRUPATHI
8143 500 222

RAJAHMUNDRY
8143 400 222

sgconsultancyservicesindia

mbbsconsultants

sgconsultancyservicesindia

ANANTHAPUR
8977 801 333

KHAMMAM
77999 22811

NARASARAOPET
8977 200 222

sgconsultancyservices

MBBSATDAVAO

